Modeling UW Gridded Inertial-Electrostatic Confinement Fusion Experiments
John F. Santarius, Fusion Technology Institute, University of Wisconsin
Atomic Physics Effects
Dominate the Present Operating Regime

Abstract

Only pure deuterium/electron plasmas have been modeled so far.
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deuterium and helium-3.
¾ Species included are D0, D+, D20, D2+, He0, He+, He++.
¾ Calculations presented here are for deuterium fuel only.
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• Data comes from the IAEA AMDIS database
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• Charge exchange will create a hot neutral plus a cold ion that will
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• Gridded IEC device models have been developed.
¾ Atomic
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has been estimated.
¾ Using only the initial current plus first and
second generations of created ions gives values
~20 times lower than those found in the UW IEC
experiments.
¾ Preliminary indications are that following several
more generations of ion production may reconcile
these differences, but much work remains.
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subsequently be accelerated by the electrostatic potential.

• Experimental D-D proton production at 80 kV and
method give ~106 protons/s total
¾ Main contribution stems from charge-exchange
neutrals and radially moving ions reacting with
background gas.
¾ Converged-core and counter-streaming-ion
fusion terms give very small contributions.
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create an ion-electron pair that will contribute to the measured current.

• Converged core physics remains uncertain and is not yet implemented.
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• UW code includes the key atomic physics and fusion reaction rates for
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Inertial-Electrostatic Fusion Depends on
Creation of a Radial Electrostatic Well and
Spherically (or Cylindrically) Convergent Ion Flow
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Gridded inertial-electrostatic confinement (IEC) devices accelerate and focus
ions using voltage differences between nearly transparent concentric grids in
spherical or cylindrical geometry. High voltages can be produced relatively
easily between the grids, giving the accelerated ions energies (>50 keV) suitable
for producing fusion of advanced fuels, such as D-3He. The resulting fusion
products potentially can produce radioisotopes useful for positron emission
tomography and other applications. Research will be reported on the modeling
effort for the UW gridded IEC device and diagnostics, including comparison to
experiments. The following physics effects will be discussed: charge exchange;
ionization; reaction rates for hydrogen and helium isotopes; spherical ChildLangmuir radial electrostatic potential profile; attenuation by the cathode grid;
multiple-pass ion and electron production due to charge exchange and ionization
of the initial current; subsequent iterations of the resulting currents of particles;
electron currents due to ionization, thermionic emission, and secondary electron
emission; and fusion reactions due to several phenomena in the plasma.
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• Neglected effects, particularly embedded ions, can
be important. Work on including these is in
progress.

